
THE MAGIC OF THINKING RICH DAY- 12 SUMMARY (ENGLISH)

The Magic of Thinking Rich Season-4 Day 12 by Coach BSR starts with the antivirus
word: “How Wonderful”. No celebration due to the network connectivity issue yet one
of the most powerful sessions by BSR Sir.

Poor internet connection, coincidence or co-creation, BSR Sir explained on Day 7, the
Law of universe how the order is perceived by the Universe. Understanding the Law of
Attraction (LOA), Universe and You yourself placing order, the Subconscious Mind
(SCM) perceiving according to its laws and processing to give the output. Sir laughs at
the order placed by him subconsciously while rehearsing to deliver the show in case of
poor internet connection. Sir repeats There is no Coincidence, there is only
co-creation.

Law of Attraction (LOA) 21 days required to reprogram our SCM, clarifies BSR Sir on
people’s query. Today's session is on Sir’s favorite topic that is about Attitude. Right
mindset achieves great work.

Before moving to the topic, Sir  quickly revises topics covered in all the 11 previous
sessions in a nutshell.



Small problems are the biggest challenges in today's world with most of us. We work
hard day and night, still something missing that prevents us from giving us the best. A
small internet failure issue and we get disconnected from the world. An Invisible
coronavirus keeps us distant from one another. This gap can be filled by developing the
right attitude.

Attitude must be such that the Universe says I love you, you are the best.
BSR Sir shares a learning by his teacher that we are nothing and we have come from
nothing. Our body is made up of a trillion cells, but we came from almost nothing. Need
to think about this.

Story: Sir shares a thought provoking story of a factory worker named Abraham. He
was always sad, never talked with anyone, ate alone, so everyone was scared of him.
Once all the employees plan for a picnic, and after discussion among themselves, they
decide to go for a picnic without Abraham. They enjoyed the picnic so much that they
went directly to the factory the next day after night out. They gave leftover food to
Abraham. Holding the food parcel he kept on crying loudly. One person hugged him and
asked him the reason. Abraham said thank you and sorry. “Thank you” for feeding his
family full stomach after so long and “Sorry” for the reason he did not want to share his
situation with anyone. His wife was ill and medical expenses, loan cut off all his money
that led to scarcity to feed the family and himself.

BSR Sir shares the lesson from the story that how much a person is suffering at his end
we are not aware, still we feel that our small challenges are also the biggest of all.
Hence express gratitude for what you get or you have in life even though small.

MELTING YOUR EGO: When everything comes Ego comes and because EGO
comes then everything else goes. (EGO = E Goes ). Be thankful for what you get.
Everything big or small you get is a bonus. At this moment People are suffering from
some or the other challenges. We are learning at the comfort of our home but someone
somewhere is facing extreme challenges fighting for living. Every moment is a moment
of gratitude. But we have learnt to live in stress.

BSR Sir asks everyone to share their current challenges or problems. We need to open
up and share problems specifically to learn from it. People share what they feel their
biggest challenge is, then Sir asked to share the same problems in percentage. Let the
problem be recognized through scores.



Sir gives clarity to making all realize that we give energy to problems hence it grows.
Ask yourself, how much energy are you giving to your problems? Think about a person
who is fighting for life or has a suicidal thought, a family undergoing extreme trouble,
and now give a score to your problem. Next, compare your problems with those with
their worst conditions and once again give marks to your problems. That will definitely
appear very small this time.

BSR Sir shares the story of Nick Vujicic and Jessica Cox.

Nick Vujicic is a motivational speaker born with tetra-amelia syndrome, a rare disorder
characterized by the absence of arms and legs.

Jessica Cox is the world's first licensed armless pilot, as well as the first armless
black-belt in the American Taekwondo Association. She was born without arms due to a
rare birth defect but Jessica decides to make it possible. She shared her life
experiences in an Interview with BSR Sir.

3 learnings from Nick Vujicic and Jessica Cox:
Sir concludes from their life experiences and attitude the 3 most powerful facts
essential to make everything possible.

● Focus on What you have
● Never Give Up
● Always think super rich, I am more than enough

We have all arms still focusing on problems that lead to only bigger challenges and not
the success that we want to achieve.

Beautiful Lines narrated by BSR Sir

"Aasma ko Dharti pe Laane wala chahiye Jhukti  hai Duniya Jhukane wala
Chahiye".

"Mai Tab Tak Dukhi Hota Raha ki Mere Paas Joote Nahi They, Jab Tak Us Insan
Ko Na Dekh Liya Jiske Pair Hi Nahi They."



Visualization Activity:
BSR Sir made everyone close their eyes for 20 minutes and takes us to our precious
childhood memories through a powerful process of Visualization and self realization of
Attitude of Gratitude

Attitude of Gratitude is the most important principle. If we want the universe to give us
what we want, we must develop an attitude of gratitude. Enjoy what you have, life will
change.

Important Announcement:
BSR Sir happily and proudly announces the official attempt of the World Record on
5th of September, on the Teachers Day from 7:30 to 8:30 PM on Time management
where 2.5 Lakhs of viewers must watch within 1 hour of time.

visit Page https://www.askbsr.com/live for all the information and stay up to date.

“IF YOU SUPPORT THE WORLD SELFLESSLY, THE WHOLE UNIVERSE
SUPPORTS YOU ENDLESSLY”

https://www.askbsr.com/live


BSR Sir Welcomes Dr. Biswaroop Roy Chowdhary for the third time. Earlier he had a
conversation with him in the Think Rich Show. Sir expresses gratitude for the incredible
job he is doing to help people. Dr. Roy shares his rich thoughts about Health that it  is
also a mental thing, 90 percent thought, and rest diet and exercise.

Book suggested by Dr. Biswaroop Roy Chowdhary: How to Stop Worrying and
Start Living by Dale Carnegie.

Mask and isolation, love and compassion heals.

Day 13 will reveal



BSR Sir ends Day 12 session with the gratitude message and amazing

Thank You


